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ABSTRACT
Raw prescription records were examined to gain insight and better understand the size and source of no substitution
instructions by physicians, patients, and pharmacists for selected products in selected geographies within Ontario.
Despite an absolute decrease in brand volume of 26.5%, the absolute volume of no substitutions rose by 3.3% (YE June
2016 vs. YE May 2015). The combined effect translates into a virtual doubling of the no substitution share from roughly
15% in June 2014 to over 30% in May 2016. Patient directed no substitution was dominant at 14.9%, with physician
directed no substitution at 10.9% for YE May 2016.
This study identified the top 16 no substitution products (14 brands) in Ontario, and leveraged over 200,000 prescriptions
from ten outlets over a two year period. Prescription signa were examined to help identify who directed the no
substitution, while other fields like reimbursement were used to provide further definition to this phenomena. It should be
noted that the volume, share and growth information is only reported for clearly identified no substitution prescriptions.
As a result, volume information is believed to be understated, however share (between) and growth information is
believed to be representative.
In recent years considerable effort has been expended to maximize use of generic equivalents by both private and
public payers. While this has had an impact on some of the brands identified in this research (at LOE), the impact on most
has been relatively small. Controlling for LOE effects, patient directed no substitution has consistently eclipsed physician
no substitution on the public side over the past two years, however patient directed no substitution only eclipsed
physician no substitution in May 2015.
This analysis brings to light a changing dynamic in the source of no substitutions from physicians to patients. In particular,
patients are now driving more use of no substitution in both public and private segments. Care should be taken in
applying these results at the product level, as the mix within patient and physician no substitution can differ and more
work is required to understand that dynamic.
INTRODUCTION
No Substitution (NS) is on the rise as reported by the Ontario Pharmacists Association in a submission on drug
interchangeability to the MOHLTC1. In their submission, they identify both Prescriber and Patient brand preference as
two key drivers of this trend, as well as the use marketing promotions in the form of brand cards and direct to consumer
advertising. A recent Telus report2 examined Prescriber NS and its potential for savings due to generic substitution on
the private payer side. Similarly, many private payers3 have advocated for Mandatory Generic Substitution riders to help
their plan sponsors save money.
While there are many reasons for NS, understanding the relative size of some of the above factors is needed to better
understand and if necessary manage NS more effectively. Brand Loyalty cards have been identified as having a major
role in driving NS decisions, yet a recent report from the Neighbourhood Pharmacy Association of Canada4 suggests that
cards represent less than 1% of transactions processed by most pharmacies, with only 11% of pharmacies seeing cards at
more than 1.6%.
A good first step in understanding NS is to better understand who among physicians, pharmacists, and patients is driving
this change, and to what extent. Does it vary publically versus privately, and to what extent loyalty cards have had a role.
The ability to examine these issues is challenging, as few sources of information span all of these dimensions, and also
due to the under reporting of NS in existing pharmacy and claims records. This work leverages granular pharmacy data
and is a first step in exploring the answers to some of these questions.
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METHODS
NS data is available as part of the CPhA standard pharmacy record layout. The Product Selection Indicator (PSI) field is
intended to provide pharmacists with an opportunity to indicate whether a prescription is NS and who has directed that
it be NS. A preliminary assessment of one quarter (Q1 2016) of Ontario records spanning over 80% of outlets was used
to assess which products had the highest levels of NS flagged in some way. This included both preference and adverse
event based NS. An analysis of this data revealed 4,010 different products where no substitution was flagged on the
prescription. Overall prescription volume was used as the basis for selecting the subset of products and outlets for the
subsequent analysis.
In reviewing the data extract, it was observed that pharmacists across the province routinely use the Signa field to record
NS information, most often as an alternative to the dedicated PSI field. Using both fields more than doubled the volume
of prescriptions flagged as NS. This suggests that using either field alone is less than optimal for anything more than
directional trends.
A second set of data focusing on the highest NS products in the province in a subset of geographies, was extracted from
QuintilesIMS’ prescription database for longitudinal analysis. Over 200,000 prescriptions for 14 brands in ten outlets in
Ontario, spanning two years ending May 2016, were used for the final analysis. In addition to the PSI field, the Signa field was
intensively analysed using lexographic methods to ensure that as much NS information as possible was captured in the final
analysis. Only clearly identified NS prescriptions were included. As a result, volume information may still be understated.
RESULTS
As indicated above, analysis of the raw pharmacy records reveal that pharmacists are equally likely to use two different
fields to identify the source of no substitution. In most cases these fields are complementary (over 95%), with very little in
the way of overlap. In this sample over 52% of NS were flagged in the signa field and 48% of NS were flagged in the PSI
field, suggesting that relying on only one of these fields dramatically under represents the volume of NS that is occurring.
Furthermore, patient NS is more likely to be captured in the signa field, while physician no sub is more likely to be
flagged in the PSI field (Figure 1).
Smart card use appears reasonably balanced across physicians and patients, although patients seem to be a bit more
likely to use a card (Figure 1). However not all products have cards, so caution should be used in interpreting this data
more broadly.
A second extraction of all prescriptions across selected products and outlets revealed that while absolute brand volumes
had decreased by 26.5% year over year, NS volumes had increased by 3.3% (Figure 2). The combined effect of these
forces led to a doubling of NS share from 15.8% in June 2014 to 30.1% in May 2016 (Figure 3). Similar growth trends are
seen for both patient and physician directed NS. Patient preferences represented a 56.6% share of NS, with physician
preferences at a 41.5% share. Pharmacists play a minor role in NS with only a 0.7% share of NS preferences.
This analysis also reveals insights at the payer level. Physician NS has traditionally been strongest on the private side in
Ontario, but we now see physicians and patients as equally likely to advocate for NS, however in the past year patient
NS has been emerging as the key driver in this reimbursement segment. This suggests that efforts to reduce NS in the
private market are having the biggest impact on physicians. Physician NS continues to be weaker than Patient NS in the
public market. Here patients are 3-4 times more likely to advocate for NS than physicians (Figures 4 & 5).
CONCLUSIONS
Understanding the relationship between NS and brand prescribing is challenging at the best of times, and has grown
even more so as patients have started to assert brand preferences. Traditional views of who drives NS and the fields
used to track/examine NS are no longer adequate. Patients now drive more NS scripts than physicians, and only half of
the NS volume is being captured in a dedicated field. As a result, new approaches are needed to better understand and
address knowledge gaps in this area.
This study illuminates one potential path forward for investigating this area more fully. This technique can be expanded
to broadly understand the use of NS in any therapeutic class, in any geography, publically or privately, and its
relationship to other factors including the use of card programs. Furthermore, differences exist in the types of products
where physician and patient preferences for NS are exercised. As a result, a therapeutic class level understanding
should be developed to provide additional insights in this area.

Figure 1: No Substitution is captured across both
the Product Selection Indicator and Signa fields
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Figure 3: Doubling in growth of No Substitution share of brand
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Figure 4: Patient No Substitution now leading Physician NS in the private market
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Figure 5: Physician No Substitution continues to be weaker than Patient NS in the public market
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